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	InitNumber: 1a
	InitName: Increasing the number of transfer students
	Introduction: This initiative includes increasing enrollment and student success of transfer students, primarily from Ivy Tech but also from other two year institutions in thate and region. Given the complexity of individual advising based on transfer credit evaluation,there appears to be a bottleneck preventing more students from enrolling in a timely manner, especially during the months of August and January.   The normal, daily work of recruiting and enrolling transfer students includes improving degree articulations between Ivy Tech Community College and Indiana State University, reviving a dual admission program with Ivy Tech, the ISU/ITCC and ISU/VU Reverse Transfer programs, transfer scholarships, the BridgeBack to ISU program, and improving recruitment and communication procedures, and providing great alignment of academic programs. This request is being made in part because of the success Extended Learning has achieved with their “distance advisors”, who help with scheduling/advising of first time distance students (intake).  Since implementing distance advisors, distance enrollment activity is up 404%.
	Purpose: To alleviate the bottleneck of admitted students not getting a class schedule in a timely way that makes them feel comfortable about attending ISU.  If the students don't feel comfortable with having this important step accomplished, they often look to other schools who will "get them in" with what the student perceives as a more timely way. Transfer  students differ from freshmen in this aspect.To improve working relationships between Ivy Tech and ISU Technology faculty.To create a friendly and welcoming environment to Ivy Tech students who perceive ISU as academically intimidating.
	Methods: To improve the advising (credit evaluation and class scheduling) time frame by adding another authorized advisor to help students enroll. The facutly-to-faculty events with our local Ivy Tech faculty are intended to foster better working relationships between the faculty to improve understanding of curricular issues in transfer programs.The faculty-to-student events will create a transfer-friendly rapport. 
	Discussion: In recent years the university has made improvements in recruitment communications to prospective transfer students and improved visit and event opportunities.  The expansion of online courses and programs have made an ISU degree more attainable and competitive.  Transfer scholarships seem to be sufficient, but there does not seem to be evidence that more scholarships would equal more students. Occasionally it appears we are giving money to a student who is coming anyway.There seems to be an advising bottleneck. It is common knowledge that advising for transfers is far more time consuming than freshmen. Admitted transfer students are not getting a class schedule in a time frame that makes them feel comfortable about attending. Too many students announce they are "going to School X" because that school can accommodate their scheduling needs (or so they think).  These student get frustrated because most faculty advisors are not on contract over the summer months for fall enrollment making mid-August a chaotic time, and the truncated time frame in the December/January turnaround for spring enrollments also creates students who cannot get answers (class schedules) and walk away.Given the success of the two online recruiter/advisors are having on numbers so far this year, our thought was to try another one-year appointment advisor who could focus on the campus transfers in the College of Technology.  Let's see if more timely class scheduling leads to more enrollments.
	Summary: More interactions with local Ivy Tech faculty and students creates familiarity and comfort.  One more advisor alleviates the bottleneck.
	Contact: Dr. Kara Harris   kara.harris@indstate.edu   x9633Mr. Ron Payne   ron.payne@indstate.edu    x4910



